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Abstract:  
For several decades, engineers believed that if a signal was represented with a sufficient degree of redundancy, 
then its reconstruction should be possible without using the recorded phase information. In this paper, we consider a 
problem that how to estimate the angle difference of arrival (ADOA) from a magnitude measurements. In the case of 
phase information being missing, the proposed ADOA estimation method can estimate the angle difference 
successfully. Finally, simulation results illustrate its correction. 
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1. Introduction 
Phaseless signal reconstruction problem is important to several areas of research in signal processing. 
In the situation, one would like to acquire information about an object but it is impossible or very difficult 
to measure and record the phase of the signal. The problem is then to reconstruct the object from intensity 
measurements only. Naturally, a problem of this kind that has attracted a considerable amount of attention 
over the last hundred years or so, is of course that of recovering a signal or image from the intensity 
measurements. In paper [1-3], a frame-theoretic approach to signal recovery from magnitude 
measurements has been proposed, where the authors derive various necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the uniqueness of the solution, as well as various polynomial-time numerical algorithms. What’s more, 
Candes et al. also present a different route to recover exactly from the magnitude measurements by 
solving a simple convex program in [4]. 
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As a matter of fact, many kinds of estimation techniques have been investigated for a long time in the 
case of DOA estimation. Beamforming and Bartlett DOA estimation methods which are one of the 
earliest methods have been used due to its simplicity although resolution is limited by array's aperture size. 
Besides, the multi signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm [5], the minimum variance distortionless 
response beamformer (MVDR) [6], and maximum likelihood (ML) have been used popularly in order to 
achieve high resolution performance [7]. However, these traditional methods cannot work with signal 
intensity only. Hence, an angle difference of arrival (ADOA) estimation method is presented, which can 
estimate the angle difference successfully even if using phaseless information only.  
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section Ⅱ  contains the signal model and problem 
formulation. The traditional MVDR algorithm and MUSIC algorithm as well as the proposed ADOA 
method are introduced in section Ⅲ and simulation results are shown in section Ⅳ. Finally, conclusions 
and possible directions for future work are given in section Ⅴ.
2. Problem formulation 
In the paper, to consider an M-element uniform linear array, in which the spacing between the 
elements is d, receiving k (k<M) narrowband far field signals impinging with unknown DOAs jθ ,
j=1,2,…,k. Moreover, we assume the response of each element is isotropic and has unit norm and the 
coupling between elements is ignored. The M×1 complex snapshot vector of the nth array outputs can be 
modeled as 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 1,2, ,n n n n N= + =x A θ s ε L  (1) 
Where, [ ]1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( )kθ θ θ=A θ a a aL is M×k full column rank steering matrix with ( )θa  represents the 
array’s M×1 complex manifold and [ ]1 2, , , Tkθ θ θ=θ L  denotes the k×1 vector of unknowns DOAs, more 
specifically, array response vector corresponding to each location jθ  is denoted as  ( )jθa , 
( )2 1 (sin ) /2 (sin ) /( ) 1, , , jj j M dj dj e e π θ λπ θ λθ Τ− −−⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦a L  (2) 
And  ( )ns  is the k×1 vector of complex signal amplitude samples,  ( )nε  is the M×1 vector of 
additive white noise, ( �)T stands for the transpose, and N is the number of snapshots. The sensor noise is 
assumed to be a zero-mean temporally white Gaussian process with the variance 2σ .
However, here, it assumes that we can obtain the magnitude of measurement vector ( )nx  only. In this 
case, without any ambiguity, the receive signal model (1) could be rewritten into a different form as 
following,  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 1,2, ,n n n n N= + =x A θ s ε L  (3) 
At the abstract level, the phaseless ADOA estimation problem is impossible in which of finding ( )ns
obeying equations constraint of the form (3), conventional spectrum estimation algorithm such as MUSIC, 
MVDR cannot work well with phaseless measurement vector only. In fact, several literatures have 
considered the problem in [1-4]. In the subsequent section, a solution strategy (i.e., ADOA) to solve this 
problem is discussed detail. 
3. Problem solution 
In order to compare with the proposed ADOA method, we first present two conventional DOA 
estimation strategies in the subsection 3.1. One is MVDR and the other is MUSIC estimator. After that, 
we also give the ADOA method in subsection 3.2. 
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3.1. Traditional DOA estimator 
According to section II, we know that the covariance matrix (M×M) of the observation is 
{ } ( ) { } ( ) { }( ) ( ) ( ) ( )HH H HE n n n n= = +xxR xx A θ E s s A θ E ε ε  (4) 
Furthermore, to denote { }( ) ( )Hn n SSE s s R�  and using white Gaussian noise property, the above 
equation (4) can be rewritten into as follows, 
{ } ( ) ( ) 2HHE σ= = +xx SSR xx A θ R A θ I    (5) 
Where， SSR  and I are the signal and unitary matrices, respectively and SSR is assumed to be full rank 
(no coherence signals). Furthermore, an eigenvalue decomposition would give 
H H
s s s n n n= +xxR E Λ E E Λ E    (6) 
Where, sE ( sE = 1 2[ , , , ]ke e eL ) spans the signal subspace with ( )1 2, , ,s kdiag λ λ λ=Λ L , and nE  = 
1 2[ , , , ]k k M+ +e e eL  is orthogonal to the signal subspace with 
( )2 2 2, , ,n diag σ σ σ=Λ L   (7) 
This property of orthogonality is exploited in MUSIC to form the null spectrum, 
( ) 1
( ) ( )
MUSIC H H
n n
f θ θ θ= a E E a  (8) 
The DOAs are estimated from the maximum of ( )MUSICf θ . In [8], it has been addressed completely. 
According to the estimated DOA, we can get the angle difference of arrival immediately. 
Alternative to MUSIC estimator, the MVDR spectrum estimator is derived by finding the beamformer 
weight vector to pass a plane wave in the incidence direction under consideration with unity gain while 
minimizing the array output power. The MVDR spectrum is given as the same as in [9], 
( ) 11( ) ( )MVDR Hf θ θ θ−= xxa R a   (9) 
3.2. The ADOA method 
In the case that the measurement vector phase is not missing, both MVDR and MUSIC estimator can 
determine the DOA immediately, hence, naturally, it can obtain the relative angle difference of arrival for 
any two sources. But if measurement samples phase is losing, the conventional methods cannot do it, this 
is confirmed in the following section IV. In the subsection, we present a strategy to determine relative 
angle difference between any two DOAs when the phase missing occurs. More specifically, when the 
array receive signal model is not (1) but (3), and considering N snapshots ( )nx  (n=1, 2, …, N), then 
relative angle difference can be determined by solving following convex problem, 
( ) ( ) ( )
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Where,    is the Hadamard product. ||.||F denotes Frobinous norm; ||.||2 is l2-norm and ||.||2,1 denotes 
l2,1-mix-norm respectively. ξ  is a given fitting error; B is dictionary which is composed of array manifold 
for all assumed directions. M is the element number. Re{.} and Im{.} denote real part and imagery part, 
respectively. Moreover, ( ,:)iX  and  ( ,:)iC  are the ith row in matrix X and C respectively. 
Once we determine matrix S which is row sparse, to sum all column for each row in S, we can get the 
angle difference of any two DOAs immediately. In the next, we show the ADOA method do determine the 
angle difference of two sources with simulation using phaseless measurements only. 
4. Simulations 
In this section, we provide numerical simulations to compare the performance of the conventional 
DOA estimator (MUSIC, MVDR) and the proposed ADOA method. In all of the simulations considered 
bellow, we assume a uniform linear array with M=10 elements and half-wavelength sensor spacing, and 
noise is property of spatial white Gaussian noise. We assume that the true direction of arrival are 
1 5oθ = and 2 30oθ = . Hence the angle difference is 25o. We obtain the result under the case of SNR is 
10dB and noiseless, respectively. 
In practice, the theoretical array covariance matrix xxR in (5) or (6) is replaced by the sampled 
covariance matrices ˆ xxR and we consider the number of snapshots N=10, i.e.   
( ) ( )10
1
1ˆ
10 n
n nΗ
=
= ∑xxR x x   (11) 
Here we give some simulation results according to above settings. 
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Fig.1. Conventional DOA estimation with phase information at SNR=10dB; Fig.2. Comparison between conventional DOA method 
and ADOA method when phase information is losing in noise free; 
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Fig.3. Comparison between conventional DOA method and ADOA method when phase information is losing at SNR=10dB; 
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Fig.1 shows the DOA estimate results with conventional MUSIC and MVDR method when SNR 
equals 10dB. Here we don’t present the DOA estimate results with conventional MUSIC and MVDR 
method because, in the case of noiseless, the conventional estimator can also determine the correct DOAs, 
hence it can determine the angle difference successfully. Moreover, we also compare the conventional 
DOA estimation result and the proposed ADOA method with phaseless measurement vector in Fig.2 and 
Fig.3. In Fig.2, the SNR is infinite i.e., noiseless. But the SNR is assumed to be 10dB in Fig.3. The two 
figures (i.e., Fig.2 and Fig.3) show that the DOA estimate results with MUSIC and MVDR method is 
invalid but the proposed ADOA method can obtain the angle difference successfully both noiseless and 
SNR=10dB when measurement vector is with phaseless. In our simulation, 1 2 25oθ θ− = . Obviously, the 
ADOA method can obtain the angle difference with phaseless measurements from Fig.2 and Fig.3. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we consider a problem about how to estimate the angle difference of arrival from 
magnitude measurements. In the case of phase information is losing, we propose an ADOA method which 
can estimate the angle difference successfully. And, in the end, simulation results illustrate its correction. 
Several further works needs to do. First, as far as we know, the proposed ADOA algorithm is not robust 
enough in simulation. It needs to develop more robust method to obtain angle difference for different 
source. In the following works, we plan to use iterative strategy to increase the ADOA robust. Second, 
based on the proposed ADOA method, we will develop a mix DOA estimation schemes to obtain a better 
performance with traditional DOA estimator. Third, in the mathematical view, the angle difference 
estimation in the paper is also a phaseless signal reconstruct problem, the equivalence of reconstruction 
from the absolute value of measurements should be researched in future work. 
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